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The following SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION is published in this Supplement which forms part of this Gazette:

Seashore Protection (Temporary or Movable Structures) (Areas for Public Amenities) (Designation) Order 2014

No. 10
The Administrator makes the following Order in exercise of the power in section 8(2) of the Seashore Protection Ordinance 2013(a).

Citation and commencement

1. (1) This Order may be cited as the Seashore Protection (Temporary or Movable Structures) (Areas for Public Amenities) (Designation) Order 2014.

(2) This Order comes into force on the day after it is published in the Gazette.

Designation of areas for public amenities

2. (1) The land specified in paragraph (2) is designated as areas where temporary or movable structures to be used as public amenities may be placed.

(2) The land specified is—

(a) the area enclosed by the lines joining the co-ordinates numbered 13 to 19 shown on plan 1A in the Schedule (and which is adjacent to the area used for sun beds and beach umbrellas shown on plan 1 set out in the Schedule to the Seashore Protection (Local Seashore Plans) (Pyla) Order 2013(b)); and

(b) the area enclosed by the lines joining the co-ordinates numbered 20 to 26 shown on plan 2A in the Schedule (and which is adjacent to the area used for sun beds and beach umbrellas shown on plan 2 set out in the Schedule to the Seashore Protection (Local Seashore Plans) (Pyla) Order 2013).

(3) The plans referred to in paragraph (2) are available for inspection at the Area Office Dhekelia during normal office hours.

(4) For the purposes of this article “public amenities” are portable toilets, changing rooms and kiosks.
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Dated this 15th day of April 2014.

R. J. Cripwell
Administrator,

(SBA/AG/2/EM/292/1) Sovereign Base Areas.

Notes
(a) Ordinance 10/13.
(b) P.I. 48/13.
1. This explanatory note relates to the Seashore Protection (Temporary or Movable Structures) (Areas for Public Amenities) (Designation) Order 2014 (the “Order”). It has been prepared by the Office of the Attorney General and Legal Adviser in order to assist the reader and should be read in conjunction with the Order.

2. The Order designates 2 areas of the seashore near the village of Pyla and adjacent to the 2 areas shown on the plans attached to the Seashore Protection (Local Seashore Plans) (Pyla) Order 2013 (PI 48/2013) where the placement of public amenities may be permitted under section 8 of the Seashore Protection Ordinance 2013 (the “Ordinance”).

3. If a person wishes to place a kiosk selling food and beverages, portable toilets and changing rooms, or any 1 of these structures, in 1 or both of these designated areas, the person may do so only if, having applied to the Area Officer, Dhekelia, the Area Officer issues a licence in accordance with section 8 of the Ordinance.